Bimolecular exciton-quenching processes such as triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) and triplet-polaron quenching play a central role in phosphorescent organic light-emitting diode (PhOLED) device performance and are, therefore, an essential component in computational models. However, the experiments necessary to determine microscopic parameters underlying such processes are complex and the interpretation of their results is not straightforward. Here, a multiscale simulation protocol to treat TTA is presented, in which microscopic parameters are computed with ab initio electronic structure methods. With this protocol, virtual photoluminescence experiments are performed on a prototypical PhOLED emission material consisting of 93 wt% of 4,4ʹ,4ʺ-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine and 7 wt% of the green phosphorescent dye fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium. A phenomenological TTA quenching rate of 8.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 , independent of illumination intensity, is obtained. This value is comparable to experimental results in the low-intensity limit but differs from experimental rates at higher intensities. This discrepancy is attributed to the difficulties in accounting for fast bimolecular quenching during exciton generation in the interpretation of experimental data. This protocol may aid in the experimental determination of TTA rates, as well as provide an order-of-magnitude estimate for device models containing materials for which no experimental data are available.
Multiscale Simulation of Photoluminescence Quenching in Phosphorescent OLED Materials
A multiscale simulation protocol to treat triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) in phosphorescent organic light-emitting diodes (PhOLEDs), in which microscopic parameters are computed with ab initio electronic structure methods, is presented. Virtual photoluminescence experiments are performed on a prototypical PhOLED emission material consisting of 4,4ʹ,4ʺ-tris (N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine and fac-tris (2-phenylpyridine)iridium. The obtained TTA quenching rate is comparable to experimental results in the low-intensity limit.
Introduction
Low-cost organic materials with technological relevance are key constituents of a wide range of devices such as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs), [1] organic photovoltaics, [2] and organic field effect transistors. [3] In the past few years, many investigations resulted in increasing device efficiency, [4] improvements of the manufacturing methods, the development of flexible devices, etc. [5] There is nearly an infinite variety of different organic materials-both small molecules and polymers-which can be used pure or in different mixtures and/or as multilayer structures. [6] Therefore, optimization in the form of experimental fabrication, small-scale production, and characterization of samples for material screening remains a costly challenge to experimentalists. Predictive analytical and computational modeling of candidate materials [7] may greatly reduce cost and accelerate the design of new materials. Bottom-up modeling further elucidates the physical processes in the device and may consequently offer great help in systematic material design. While recent work has seen progress regarding carrier mobility, [8] the ab initio treatment of excitonic processes, which play a key role in organic optoelectronic devices, remains an open challenge. [9] The attainable internal quantum efficiency (IQE) in, for example, organic light-emitting diodes, organic photovoltaic devices, and light-emitting field-effect transistors is determined by the complex interplay of exciton radiative and nonradiative decay, diffusion, and dissociation. At high excitation densities, additional quenching can occur due to exciton-exciton and exciton-charge interactions. These bimolecular processes limit the IQE in phosphorescent OLEDs, in particular for high current density. [10] To further optimize devices, it is important to understand the origin of the effects behind roll-off and to disentangle the relative importance of different types of loss processes, also with respect to their impact on degradation. [11] Theoretical models on entire devices [12] must presently rely on estimates for the microscopic rates that have not been measured for the specific materials. In addition, triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) processes are of paramount importance in fluorescent layers, where TTA leads to fluorescence efficiencies exceeding the spin-statistical limit. [13] Experimental investigations [10, 14] of quenching effects are limited by the availability of methods that enable the investigation of optoelectronic devices in-operando on a molecular level. For this reason, there is presently no full understanding of the relevant loss processes as a function of device architecture. [15] To fully understand roll-off, the nonuniform distribution of charge carriers and excitons and their interactions throughout the entire device, in particular in the emissive layers, need to be taken into account.
In order to better understand and control the complex loss processes, it is important to derive the relevant rates independently. A recent kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) study of the roll-off in multilayer white OLEDs has revealed a fair agreement with experiment when using fitted triplet-polaron quenching and TTA Förster radii describing the quenching of excitons on fac-tris(2phenylpyridine)iridium (Ir(ppy) 3 ) and bis(2-methyldibenzo [f,h]quinoxaline)(acetylacetonate)-iridium(III) of 3.0 nm. [12] In this work, we present a computational methodology to treat TTA as an important excitonic loss process with ab initio electronic structure methods. We then perform virtual photoluminescencequenching experiments in digital twins of prototypical OLED emitting materials using KMC simulations in direct comparison to experiment.
TTA for phosphorescent OLEDs was for the first time reported by Baldo et al. [10a] based on the concept developed for anthracene crystals. [16] Triplet excitations can decay radiatively or transfer their energy to different molecules, which may or may not host another triplet excitation. Triplet energy transfer of an excited molecule 3 M to molecules in the ground state (e.g., as a Förster transfer) leads to exciton transport between molecules, while triplet energy transfer to another excited molecule 3 M ′ leads to TTA, which can be expressed formally [17] as a reaction
in which the highly excited triplet 3 M ′ * typically decays nonradiatively into a low-lying triplet, losing most or all of its excess energy. In addition to the reduction in quantum efficiency, the dissipation of energy in this process may lead to degradation. Time-resolved photoluminescence-quenching measurements have been used to investigate triplet transfer and annihilation. [17] In the experiments, a guest-host sample containing phosphorescent dyes is optically excited using a short laser pulse that generates a uniform triplet density [n ex ](t = 0). After the excitation period, the time-dependent luminescence L(t) of the sample is measured.
Considering only unimolecular triplet decay and TTA processes, the triplet density [n ex ] evolves as
Here, k TT is the reaction constant for the process in Equation (1.1) and = ( −1 rad + −1 nonrad ) −1 is the exciton lifetime considering only monomolecular decay processes, which may be further separated into radiative ( rad ) and nonradiative ( nonrad ) decay. In case of the studied complexes, the intrinsic phosphorescent quantum yield is nearly 100%, so we approximate = rad . Assuming that Table 1 . Parameters extracted from experimental photoluminescence measurements. [17] [n ex ] [cm −3 ] k TT 
When Equation (1.3) is fitted to the measured luminescence curves for different optical excitation intensities (and therefore different initial exciton densities [n ex ](0)), the TTA rate k TT and the phosphorescence lifetime can be extracted. [n ex ](0) is not directly accessible in experiment, because intensity-dependent decay processes occur before the measurement is actually started. As only the product of [n ex ](0) and k TT enters the equation separated in Equation (1.3), the accuracy of the experimental TTA analysis is limited in practice by the accuracy of the estimate of [n ex ](0). This is reflected in the experimental results (see Table  1) , where values extracted for k TT at different illumination intensity varied over one order of magnitude for the same material. Since k TT is a material-specific constant, this variation indicates that the lack of direct experimental access to [n ex ](0) limits accuracy of the determination of TTA rates. These problems are absent in theoretical approaches, where the triplet density can be initialized instantaneously, but the accuracy of theoretical methods to compute the rates must be validated. Here, we validate such a methodology for the analysis of exciton quenching: using a KMC simulation of exciton dynamics, where the exciton density [n ex ](t) is directly accessible at all times, we perform virtual photoluminescence experiments on a digital twin of a guest-host material comprising the phosphorescent dye Ir(ppy) 3 in a matrix of host molecules of 4,4′,4″-tris(N-carbazolyl)triphenylamine (TCTA) starting from first principles.
Experimental Section
Using rates computed from electronic structure calculations, we performed KMC simulations to compute time-resolved exciton trajectories and time-dependent photoluminescence. In the KMC simulations, [7b,18] we consider the processes/transitions illustrated in the top panel of Figure 1 : 1) The excitation of molecules by absorption of light, that is, the creation of Frenkel excitons; 2) intersystem crossing; 3) energy transfer from an excited molecule to an unexcited molecule; 4) energy transfer from an excited molecule to another excited molecule, followed by a fast, thermal decay of the highly excited molecule to its original excitation state; and 5) radiative decay of excitons. KMC simulations assume that the exciton dynamics are a chain of independent discrete events, for example, an exciton hopping from one molecule to the next, bimolecular quenching, radiative decay of an exciton, etc. A presupposition for this model is that all excitons are strongly localized on individual dye or host molecules. We describe the state of the system at any time by the excitation state of all molecules in the sample. A change of the system state then corresponds to change of the excitation state of the molecules that participate in a single specific process. In order to model the time dependence of the luminescence, we thus need to calculate the rates for all relevant transitions. The propagation of the system is then modeled as a succession of transitions of the system state, where different possible transitions can be understood as decay channels to each of which a rate is assigned. [19] 
Models for the Rate Equations
In order to model the processes in the virtual experiment, we assume homogeneous photon absorption in a thin sample, that is, exciton generation rates are proportional to the oscillator strength of the individual molecules. The number of incident photons per area and time is given by P/h , where P is the absorbed power, the frequency of the incident photon, and h is the Planck constant. In the high temperature limit, the radiative decay rate of the lowest triplet excitation is given by
where are the lifetimes of the three sublevels
where is the fine structure constant, E T 1 is the T 1 excitation energy, and M the dipole transition moment of the excitation. The dipole transition requires a spin flip and the moment is given by
where H S 0 is the spin-orbit Hamiltonian, S m are the singlet excitations, and T m the are triplet excitations. For a singlet transition, only one sublevel exists, and the transition dipole is given by
We compute intermolecular energy transfer rates using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation and Fermi's golden rule
where i and f denote the initial and final electronic states, respectively, and h and k denote the initial and final vibrational states, respectively. Ψ ih = Ψ i Θ h are then initial states and Ψ fk = Ψ f Θ k are the final states, p h are the occupational probabilities of the initial vibrational states. If we integrate the resonance condition over the vibrational states, the rate for the electronic transition from i to f is given by
where J if = ⟨Ψ f |H|Ψ i ⟩ is the electronic coupling and I is the resonance integral. The electronic coupling for an energy transfer from an initial state i to a final state f can be approximated by [20] 
where j is a virtual charge-transfer (CT) state. The third term reflects a sequential hop of electron and hole, in which the intermediate state is virtual. J CT ij is the coupling between initial state i and CT state j. The Dexter term reflects a simultaneous CT of electron and hole and the Förster term reflects a coupling of excitation on molecule B coupled to a de-excitation on molecule A by a virtual photon. The Förster coupling is to first order given by [21] J Foerster
Here, ⃗ d X is the dipole transition moment of the respective excitation on molecule X, =d A ⋅d B − 3(R AB ⋅d A )(R AB ⋅d B ) an orientation factor, andR AB is the center of geometry distance of the molecules A and B. For a triplet transition from S 0 to T 1 , the transition moment ⃗ d X = ⃗ M X is given by Equation (1.6), where is one of the three T 1 states. For a singlet, it is given by Equation (1.7). We approximate the Dexter coupling by
where |Ψ HOMO LUMO X ⟩ are the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals on molecule X, and |n⟩ and |m⟩ indicate a complete basis. The approximation for the transfer integrals only holds if the HOMO-LUMO transition is the main contribution to the excitation.
The summation over the phonon modes, namely the computation of the resonance integral J if in Equation (1.9), leads to two widely used frameworks to compute the microscopic rates: Marcus theory [22] holds in the high-temperature limit and assumes a classical vibrational excitation to a transition state of the charge/energy transfer. For the opposite case, that is, when the energy quanta of the vibrational modes are significantly larger than the effective temperature, the (also classical) resonance condition of Miller-Abrahams rates [23] is more suitable. De Vries et al. [24] showed that a fully quantum mechanical transition rate that takes vibrational resonance into account explicitly yields a rate between Marcus and Miller-Abrahams rates depending on the force constants of the relevant vibrations involved.
For excitations with hard reaction coordinates, few vibrations can absorb excess energy without a severe distortion of the geometry, that is, a reduction of the Franck-Condon factor. This resonance behavior is well-represented by Miller-Abraham rates where the resonance condition is set to unity for all final states with energy lower than the initial state. As for TTA, we have many possible acceptor states T n , it stands to reason that some of them would involve structural reorganization along a hard reaction coordinate, that is, allowing for excess energy absorption, so that we deem Miller-Abrahams rates a reasonable approximation for TTA. In the Miller-Abrahams limit, Equation (1.9) becomes
where 0 2 ℏ is an attempt frequency. This rate stays in resonance as long as the final state is lower in energy than the initial state. For a bimolecular energy transfer, this would correspond to a reaction coordinate associated with a high vibrational frequency.
The lowest excited triplet cannot recombine radiatively without a spin flip (see Equations (1.5) and (1.6)), which leads to lifetimes > 1 µs for typical phosphorescent organic dyes. The long lifetime results in an increased probability for an energy transfer from one triplet to another with a rate for TTA processes given by
The sum is over possible acceptor states to which the triplet on molecule B can be excited. The Förster part of the electronic coupling is given by
where ⃗ M A are the dipole transition moments for phosphorescence on A and ⟨Ψ B T 1 |⃗ r|Ψ B T n ⟩ transition dipoles for transitions from T 1 to T n on molecule B.
Simulation Protocol
Using these rate equations, we performed virtual TTA experiments on off-lattice morphologies comprising (10 6 ) molecules, where each molecule is represented by its center of geometry position and its excitation state. Presently, quantum calculations in the matrix are too costly to compute all energies and rates for systems of this size. We, therefore, performed these calculations on smaller samples, henceforth called atomistic morphologies, from which we derived the distribution functions of relevant observables, such as energies and rates. Based on this data set, we generate fictitious extended morphologies following a stochastic procedure. [7b] The molecular positions for the extended morphology are generated using an iterative Boltzmann inversion, reproducing the center-of-geometry radial distribution function of atomistic morphologies. The radial distribution functions were extracted from atomistic (93:7) morphologies of (10 3 ) molecules. Herein and in the following, (X:Y) denotes the ratio of host to guest molecules in the mixture. This morphology was generated with Deposit, a molecular modeling approach mimicking physical vapor deposition. [25] Using this approach, one molecule is added to an initially empty simulation box one at a time and equilibrated into a thermodynamically relaxed state using 30 Monte Carlo based basin-hopping cycles consisting of 150k simulation steps each, annealing from 4000 to 300 K. The bottom layers are discarded to avoid edge effects; the simulation box is periodic in the XY direction. The interaction between a newly added molecule and already deposited molecules is computed at each simulation step using customized forcefields comprising Lennard-Jones and Coulomb-potential using partial charges from the ESP fit. [26] Intramolecular interactions for rotations around flexible dihedral angles are computed using a spline-potential fitted to energies from density functional theory (DFT) calculations for the individual molecules.
The distribution of molecular excitation energies and intermolecular electronic couplings are calculated on the atomistic morphologies using the Quantum Patch method, [27] a density embedding method that incorporates polarization effects from the environment on molecular properties. T 1 energies of a set of 25 different Ir(ppy) 3 molecules in the (89:11) system were also computed with this method to fit a Gaussian distribution of energy values. According to this distribution, we then assigned a T 1 energy to each molecule in the expanded system. To obtain S 1 energies, we added to each T 1 energy the S 1 -T 1 gap as obtained in vacuum calculations using TDDFT with the B3LYP functional and the def2-SVP basis set as implemented in TURBOMOLE [28] for each individual site. CT and Dexter transfer integrals for exciton energy-transfer were computed based on Equations (1.10) and (1.12) using the innermost 515 molecules of the atomistic (89:11) morphology. We mapped the transfer integrals on all pairs of the extended morphology using the procedure outlined in Symalla et al. [18c] Using Equation (1.13), we calculated CT and Dexter energy transfer rates for all pairs in the system. Rates for singlet-singlet Förster energy transfer between two molecules (S 1 -S 1 ) were obtained by calculating transition dipoles of the singlet excitation (S 0 to S 1 ) of TCTA and Ir(ppy) 3 in vacuum using TDDFT with the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional and the def2-SVP basis functions as implemented in the TURBOMOLE package. [28] The transition dipoles were then mapped onto the point distribution of the extended morphology by randomly assigning a direction to the vacuum transition dipoles.
Using Equations (1.11) and (1.13), distance-dependent distributions of rates (r) for the singlet Förster energy transfers were calculated and mapped onto a stochastic model for a numerically efficient rate evaluation during the KMC simulations. Förster rates for triplet transport (energy transfer from triplet to neutral molecule in the ground state, T 1 -T 1 ) as well as TTA between Ir(ppy) 3 molecules were obtained by calculating the phosphorescent transition dipole moments of Ir(ppy) 3 in vacuum using the method of Jansson et al. [29] as implemented in the DALTON package. As TTA acceptor states, we computed the first 45 excitations of Ir(ppy) 3 from the T 1 state using TDDFT with B3LYP and the def2-SVP basis set with TURBOMOLE. Similar to the procedure applied to generate the singlet energy distribution, the phosphorescent transition dipole moments were then mapped onto the extended morphology by randomly rotating the set of vacuum moments. Using Equations (1.11), (1.14), and (1.15), Förster rates for the T 1 -T 1 energy transfers as well TTA energy transfer were calculated and mapped on a distance-dependent distribution of rates (r) for evaluation during KMC simulations.
The rates for all processes on the extended morphology were computed as described above, and photoluminescence quenching was simulated with off-lattice KMC using the LightForge package. For the first t c = 2.5 × 10 −8 s of each simulation, excitons were generated on random sites of the off-lattice morphology with different illumination intensities under the assumption that every photon is absorbed, resulting in an initial exciton density at t c corresponding to [n ex ](0) at the start of the photoluminescence-quenching measurement. At each KMC simulation step, a single process (creation of a singlet, intersystem crossing, move of a single exciton to a neighboring site via Förster, Dexter or CT, energy transfer between two excitons [TTA], or radiative decay of a specific exciton) was drawn from a list of all possible processes according to their specific rates, and a time-step computed based on the total decay rate of the system, before picking the next move. The number of photon emissions (radiative decays) over time was extracted to analyze photoluminescence quenching.
Results and Discussion
In the following, we model photoluminescence quenching in comparison to photoluminescence measurements in a prototypical OLED emission material consisting of 93 wt% of TCTA and 7 wt% of the green phosphorescent dye Ir(ppy) 3 . [17] Microscopic rates for TTA and exciton transport were computed from first principles, based on an atomistic morphology generated with Deposit, as described in the Experimental Section. We found that the T 1 energies for Ir(ppy) 3 follow a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 2.0 eV and a standard deviation of 0.044 eV. The quality of these phosphorescence transition moments can be evaluated by calculating the radiative lifetime of Ir(ppy) 3 according to Equation (1.4) . Using the S 0 geometry of Ir(ppy) 3 , we obtain a radiative lifetime of 1.4 µs, close to the experimental values between 1 and 2 µs. [30] We would like to note that although good agreement between experimental and calculated radiative lifetimes is obtained if we calculate the T 1 -S 0 transition moment at processes are of similar order of magnitude. For longer distances triplet transport is only possible due to Förster energy transfer. The pair rates for TTA (red crosses) are two orders of magnitude larger than for T 1 -T 1 energy transfer. Bottom: Cumulated triplet transfer rates to all acceptors (emitters for T 1 -T 1 transport, excitons for TTA) in a given distance, via CT or Dexter (black line) and Förster (blue line) processes. Red symbols show the TTA rates for different exciton concentrations. Emitter concentration is 8%. Except for very high exciton concentrations, Förster transfer to another emitter is more likely than TTA. the S 0 geometry as done in this work, lifetimes obtained using relaxed molecular geometries of the T 1 state are smaller by a factor of 5-6. Jansson et al. argue that phosphorescent properties should be intermediate between results calculated at the S 0 and T 1 geometries, [29] which means that the employed quadratic response method might underestimate transition moments if the calculation were performed on a more representative transition geometry. Self-consistent spin-orbit coupling methods might offer a more accurate alternative to predictively calculate radiative decay rates.
The distribution of molecular excitation energies and intermolecular electronic couplings were calculated as described in the Experimental Section. The distributions of the resulting bimolecular rates for TTA and Förster triplet transport (Förster T 1 -T 1 ) as well as triplet transport by Dexter/CT (Dexter/CT T 1 -T 1 ) between Ir(ppy) 3 molecules are shown in Figure 2 . For neighboring molecules, CT/Dexter-based (which require wave function over-lap) and Förster-based energy transfer rates are distributed over similar orders of magnitude (10 8 -10 9 s −1 ). For larger pair distances, the rates for overlap based energy transfer drop while the envelope of the rate distribution for Förster mediated transfer is proportional to R −6 . The envelope of the rates for TTA processes is two orders of magnitude higher than that for the Förster triplet transfer to a neutral molecule (T 1 -T 1 ). We find that the distribution for the TTA rates is orders of magnitude narrower than for the T 1 -T 1 transfer. The reason for the large spread in the T 1 -T 1 rates is different mutual orientations of the transition moments involved. As we sum over many target states for the TTA rates, by contrast, orientation disorder averages out more strongly, resulting in a smaller spread.
The total rate for an energy transfer over a distance r depends on the number of target states and is given by the sum of all rates to potential acceptor molecules in the interval r, r + dr. For TTA, the number of target states, therefore, depends on the exciton concentration. Total rates for TTA and energy transfers are shown in Figure 2 , bottom panel. We can see that although bimolecular TTA rates are higher than transport rates, the total TTA rate at realistic exciton concentrations is lower than transport rates, indicating that exciton diffusion is likely to occur prior to TTA.
The mean distance dependence of bimolecular rates for the dominant energy transfer processes between the different combinations of TCTA and Ir(ppy) 3 is shown in Figure 3 . Rates for singlet transport from TCTA to either TCTA or Ir(ppy) 3 are dominated by Förster energy transport and are of the order of 10 11 s −1 for short distances. Triplets can only move from the host TCTA via CT-induced transfer to the unoccupied guest Ir(ppy) 3 or to TCTA molecules with rates of the order of 10 9 s −1 /10 8 s −1 , respectively. Exciton transport rates from Ir(ppy) 3 to TCTA are negligible, as T 1 energies on Ir(ppy) 3 are 0.5 eV below the T 1 energies of TCTA.
In order to compare the bimolecular TTA rates determined in this work to systems analyzed in different studies, [23] we fitted the bimolecular TTA and triplet transport rates to the phenomenological equation (R) = 1 rad R 0 R and determined bimolecular Förster radii for TTA and triplet diffusion in Ir(ppy) 3 . With a radiative triplet lifetime of 1.6 µs, we determine a Förster radius of 6.5 nm for TTA and 2.5 nm for the triplet diffusion. We would like to emphasize that in a solid, exciton diffusion also depends on the density of acceptor molecules, so that there is no direct relationship between diffusion length and the bimolecular Förster radius.
Based on the calculated rates, we performed photoluminescence simulations using the LightForge kinetic Monte Carlo code [18b,c,31] on extended off-lattice morphologies comprising (10 6 ) molecules. The simulations were initialized with illumination times of 2.5 × 10 −8 s and varying illumination intensities from 6 to 50 W cm -², leading to exciton concentrations from 2.1 × 10 −17 to 1.7 × 10 18 cm −3 (see Table 2 ) at the time exciton generation was stopped. The rates for TTA and the transport processes were assigned randomly according to the distributions calculated above (see Figures 2 and 3 ). We used a radiative triplet lifetime on Ir(ppy) 3 of 1.6 µs and assumed that intersystem crossing on Ir(ppy) 3 is quasi-instantaneous (10 14 s −1 ), that is, all singlets on Ir(ppy) 3 are converted to triplets. Thermal decay was assumed to be negligible compared to transport and radiative decay rates. 3 . Average rates for different energy transfers between two molecules are plotted. Energy transport on TCTA is dominated by Förster energy transfer for singlets. For triplets, only Dexter and CT type of energy transfer is possible. Rates from TCTA to Ir(ppy) 3 are increased as the optical gap on Ir(ppy) 3 is smaller than on TCTA. For the same reason, a transfer back from Ir(ppy) 3 to TCTA is strongly suppressed (T 1 -T 1 via Dexter is the leading but still unlikely process). Between Ir(ppy) 3 molecules, TTA has higher rates than a T 1 -T 1 energy transfer. After exciton generation is stopped, we measure the exciton density and start tracking the number of emitted photons over time in the KMC simulation. The simulation terminates when all excitons in the sample have decayed. For each initial illumination intensity, we repeated this measurement 45 times and calculated the average initial exciton density and time dependence of the luminescence. The results for three different initial exci-ton densities are shown in the lower panel of Figure 4 . The upper panel shows experimental photoluminescence measurements by Reineke et al. [17] for the same system. The exponential decay in the tail of the plots corresponds to independent (mostly radiative) decay of the triplets, so that the exciton lifetime can be read off from the slope of the logarithm of the luminescence. The initial nonlinear part of the decay curve corresponds to an exciton annihilation mechanism depending on the exciton concentration, that is, TTA.
By fitting the logarithm of luminescence L to Equation (1.3), we obtain L(0), k TT , and . We would like to note that while the radiative lifetime is a simulation parameter, the lifetime extracted from the fit contains all effective independent decay mechanisms. The results for the TTA constant k TT and the lifetime are shown in Table 2 . For all exciton concentrations, the fit lifetimes are between 1.5 and 1.7 µs, virtually identical to the radiative lifetime of the triplets (1.6 µs).
The luminescence fits result in an average TTA constant k TT of 8.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 . k TT changes little for all exciton densities considered. The simulation result for the average k TT is astonishingly close to the experimental value of 7 ± 4 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 Figure 4 . Photoluminescence intensity over time after creation of initial exciton density n ex by illumination with a laser for TCTA:Ir(ppy) 3 . The top panel shows experimental measurements [17] and the middle panel shows the results from the proposed multiscale model. Different initial exciton densities n ex are shown by different colors. The linear tail of the time dependence of the light intensity corresponds to the independent decay of excitons with a lifetime . The nonlinear decay at early times is due to TTA. The higher the initial exciton density, the more pronounced the nonlinear part reflecting the TTA. at low illumination. The experimentally determined parameters of Reineke et al. [17] are shown in Table 1 . In contrast to our simulations, the experimental k TT increase with decreasing estimated exciton concentrations. Since this increase shows a systematic trend, we speculate that the reason for this could be an overestimation of the initial exciton densities at stronger illumination in experiment, due to a negligence of immediate TTA. Conversely, this would indicate that the errors in the density estimate are smaller for lower intensities.
The lifecycle of excitons during one photoluminescencequenching simulation is shown in Figure 4 . Early in the process, most excitons are destroyed via TTA due to the high exciton density. Later, the exciton diffusion length increases as exciton concentration decreases. At the end of the simulation, when exciton densities are low, radiative decay is the predominant decay mechanism and we can observe diffusion lengths of over 20 nm for individual excitons.
Conclusion
In summary, we analyzed TTA in an OLED emission layer comprising TCTA doped with the phosphorescent emitter Ir(ppy) 3 . Using virtual photoluminescence-quenching experiments on a digital twin of the emission layer, we computed a value for the phenomenological TTA quenching rate k TT from first principles and compared our results to experimental data. Based on this approach, we calculated bimolecular TTA and exciton transport rates for a mixed system of TCTA:Ir(ppy) 3 . From the photoluminescence measurements in KMC simulations, we could extract a value for the phenomenological TTA quenching rate k TT of 8.5 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 that corresponds closely to experimental results at low illumination. [17] We note that k TT is independent of the initial exciton density [n ex ](0) in the simulations, whereas the experimentally determined value varies from 0.8 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 at high initial exciton densities to 7.4 × 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 at very low initial exciton densities. As mentioned in the introduction, the product of [n ex ](0) and k TT cannot be disentangled in the photoluminescence model applied to extract k TT from (both virtual and real) experiment, and the dependence of experimentally determined k TT can be traced back to a systematic inaccuracy in the determination of [n ex ](0) in experiment. Comparison of computed and measured k TT gives rise to the assumption that the model to estimate [n ex ](0) in experiment holds only for weak illumination intensity L(0), due to a negligence of very fast bimolecular quenching during the exciton generation in the estimation of the initial exciton density. These results validate the multiscale simulation approach developed in this investigation. Because the low illumination limit may be hard to reach in experiments, the methods developed in this article may aid to determine TTA rates experimentally or serve as an order-of-magnitude estimate for device models, where such rates are not available.
Mesta et al. have previously analyzed the roll-off in OLED devices based on heuristic KMC models. [12] They investigated various scenarios for the ratio between the exciton diffusion radius and the TTA radius and found that the experimental data could be fitted under the assumption that R F;TTA = 2R F;diff . This assumption is validated by our calculations, but our results differ in the absolute value of the Förster radius by roughly a factor of two. However, as is shown in Figure 2 , the relative importance of the diffusion and TTA processes depends on emitter density, site connectivity, and the exciton density. As exciton quenching in an OLED involves processes other than TTA and depends on the detailed charge carrier balance and width of the recombination zones, we cannot expect identical Förster radii to our simulations, because the parameters are extracted to optimize the overall fit to the data. In the photoluminescencequenching experiments, high exciton concentrations are achieved by strong illumination. In the simulations by Mesta et al., IQEs are overestimated at high currents/exciton concentrations and larger Förster radii may ameliorate this discrepancy.
The KMC calculations serve as a computational microscope to investigate the competing processes as indicated in Figure 4 . Variation of emitter density and layer thickness in devices enables optimization of roll-off. In the system investigated here, excitons have a high probability to diffuse before they decay by either TTA or photon emission. Suppressing the diffusion processes by lowering the emitter concentration will reduce roll-off by shortening the effective radius an exciton can travel to reach another exciton, which may then lead to reduced TTA. In this sense, the present model can be used as a tool for stack optimization.
On a final note, we would like to comment on the use of Miller-Abrahams theory to derive the rate equation for TTA. In a full quantum treatment of the exciton hopping rates, [24] excitations along reaction coordinates with stiff vibrational modes contribute strongly to the acceptance probability of the excitation energy from the donor, as they have a larger resonance window. According to TDDFT calculations, there are 15 acceptor excitations of T 1 with an energy around and below 2.0 eV, the energy of the decaying donor triplet on Ir(ppy) 3 . If there is one dominant contribution to the sum in Equation (1.8), the rate as a whole will be approximated well by the Miller-Abrahams rate expression, but significantly underestimated if Marcus rates are used instead.
